
Good questions about Cantamus

I looked under the Voices list after I'd recorded and the only button at the bottom was labelled 
'piano'.

There are three basic conditions attached to seeing the "your voice" button.

a) You must have a recording open in either the traditional “Score” view or the “Piano roll” view

b) When you made the recording you must have started the recording by clicking on the red "Practice"
button.

c) The AI must stop itself, and you cannot intervene manually.

About   Intervening Manually:

It is possible to manually stop the recording process by clicking on the red "cancel" button, but clicking
on " cancel" means more than stop recording, it also means delete the recording that was being 
made.

  

You mentioned that you muted the Bass. Was that while you were recording (so you had SAT 
accompanying you)?

No.   I Muted the Bass AI to hear "my voice" in place of the Bass AI, after I recorded. I wanted to know what I 
sounded like singing with the other 3 AI singers and the piano. It was very psychologically satisfying to hear 
myself singing with others, but less instructive about my own singing.  When you are recorded, we only want to 
hear you singing, the AI is strictly a teaching device and won't add anything to the final sound mix.

The last two times I recorded, I had problems: one time, there was nothing to play back; another 
time, I could barely hear my voice.  

A Microphone can have its input level controlled. It's not hard to change if that is your problem.   The quickest 
way to analyze if your mic is turned down or shut right off, is to use a program that you use a lot that uses your 
mic, like Zoom for example.

I always wait a few minutes after recording for the latest practice to appear on my list.  Are we 
supposed to be pressing a certain button? It seems to work if I give it a few minutes.

When The AI reaches the end of you recording, don't try to make it do anything, just let it work without
changing the screen.  The work of the AI will be an analysis of your singing,  automatic loading of,  
and saving of,  the recording.  The reasons the “Your Voice” Button appears is that the recording of 
your voice has been loaded.


